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Deep Web, Dark Web
The TOR Browser and 

Bitcoins
Plus Other stuff



The material contained in this 
presentation is for informational 
purposes only. It is not intended to 
facilitate violation of any local, state 
or federal laws. 



The Internet is really BIG!

! How big is it?
! Every hour, enough 

information is 
consumed by internet 
traffic to fill 7 million 
DVDs. And four years 
from now, it’ll be four 
times larger than that.



A Bit About Bytes …



Then what?

! Some proposals …
! Brontobyte (1000 Yottabytes)?
! Geobyte (1000 Brontobytes?)

" Gegobytes
" Geopbytes

! Hellabyte (1000 Yottabytes)?
! Ninabytes (1000 Yottabytes)?
! Tenabytes (1000 Ninabytes)?

! http://www.forbes.com/sites/oracle/2013/10/09/ext
reme-big-data-beyond-zettabytes-and-yottabytes/





There’s Also the Deep Web

• The Deep Web refers to any Internet 
information or data that is inaccessible by a 
search engine and includes all Web pages, 
websites, intranets, networks and online 
communities that are intentionally and/or 
unintentionally hidden, invisible or 
unreachable to search engine crawlers. 

• The Deep Web is also known as hidden Web, 
Undernet, Deepnet or Invisible Web.



The Deep Web

• Techopedia explains Deep Web
• Coined by Mike Bergman, the Deep Web term relates to deep 

sea/ocean environments that are virtually invisible and inaccessible. 
Technically, the Deep Web is a series of interconnected systems that 
are not indexed by search engines and only directly accessible by their 
creators or individuals with very limited privileges. 

• The Deep Web contains data that is dynamically produced by 
an application, unlinked or standalone Web pages/websites, 
non-HTML content and data that is privately held and classified 
as confidential. 

• Some estimate the size of the Deep Web as many times 
greater than the visible or Surface Web.





Question: How big is the Deep Web?

! Short Answer:
! In 2001, BrightPlanet completed a study to test the size of 

the Deep Web, our initial findings revealed that search 
engines were searching only 0.03% of pages available 
on the entire Internet. Since 2001, BrightPlanet has not 
completed any additional studies to predict the size of the 
Deep Web because of how large the Internet has grown. 
The Internet has grown so vast and so large that we 
now classify the Deep Web as infinite.

! Link to Blog Post:
! http://www.brightplanet.com/2014/11/big-internet/



http://www.informit.com/blogs/blog.aspx?uk=How-the-Internet-Works-The-Deep-
Web



http://www.internetlivestats.com/



Use Deep Search Engines for More 
Targeted Results

Just not finding what you're looking for? Popular search engines may deliver plenty of 
results, but to find relevant and targeted search results you may want to try a deep search 
engine. These are especially helpful during scholarly research.

http://deep-web.org/how-to-research/deep-web-search-engines/
http://deeperweb.com/



Where to find Deep Web Databases

• University of California Berkeley Library
• http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/find/types/articles.html

• The Invisible Web Databases
• http://www.noodletools.com/debbie/literacies/information/5locate/

advicedepth.html

• How to Search the Deep Web
• http://www.wikihow.com/Search-the-Deep-Web

• How to Mine the Invisible Web: The Ultimate Guide
• http://websearch.about.com/od/invisibleweb/a/ultimate-guide-

deep-web.htm

• 10 Search Engines to Explore the Invisible Web
• http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/10-search-engines-explore-deep-

invisible-web/



Deep Web Search Engines
(Just some examples!)

• Deep Web Search – A How-To Site
• http://deep-web.org/how-to-research/deep-web-search-

engines/

• Search the Invisible Web: 20 Resources
• http://websearch.about.com/od/invisibleweb/tp/d

eep-web-search-engines.htm
• How to search the Deep Web
• http://www.dailydot.com/technology/how-to-search-the-

deep-web/



Further Reading

! The Ultimate Guide to the Invisible Web
! http://oedb.org/ilibrarian/invisible-web/

! White Paper: Understanding the Deep Web in 10 Minutes
! http://www.brightplanet.com/2013/03/whitepaper-

understanding-the-deep-web-in-10-minutes/

! [Whitepaper] Google Search vs. Deep Web Harvesting –
Questions Answered
! http://www.brightplanet.com/2013/07/whitepaper-google-

search-vs-deep-web-harvesting-questions-answered/

! Use Deep Search Engines for More Targeted Results
! http://www.brighthub.com/internet/google/articles/98349.aspx



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5gCeWEGiQI



The Deep Web

! Google searches the Surface Web (Visible Web)
! Approximately 8 Billion Pages

! Google can’t see the Deep Web pages
! E.g. Library of Congress (http://www.loc.gov/) 

! Deep Web pages are within specialized databases 
– not formatted as web pages
! Approximately 900 Billion Pages

! Source: http://www.llrx.com/features/deepweb2006.htm



Question: What’s the difference between the Surface 
Web, Deep Web, and the Dark Web?

! The Surface Web is anything that can be found by a search engine, 
it normally consists of Web data that is linked and can be navigated 
to through a clickable link. 

! The Deep Web refers to any portion of the Internet that cannot be 
found through a standard link crawling search engine. The vast 
majority of this content exists because you need to navigate through 
a Web search form or input a query to get there.

! Dark Web refers to anything that is intentionally hidden. The most 
common place on the Dark Web is the TOR network or a private 
anonymous Internet that can only be accessed via a special browser. 
The Dark Web makes up a small portion of the Deep Web.

! Link to Blog Post: Clearing Up Confusion – Deep Web vs. Dark 
Web



Beneath the Deep Web there’s a Dark WebDark WebDark WebDark Web

! The BBC defines the Dark Web as “anonymous, virtually untraceable 
global networks used by political activists and criminals alike” 

! Because the Dark Web is not connected to the Internet via traditional 
means, hosts are harder to find and connect to site operators. This 
makes it an appealing haven to purveyors of child pornography and 
other illegal content. Similarly, terror groups have been discovered to 
haunt the Dark Web as part of their effort to recruit and radicalize 
new members.

! Although the Dark Web has some nebulous uses, many of them are 
innocuous. For example people who want to communicate and 
associate online without fear of being shut down by a government 
agency.





The Dark Web is scary …
• Guns, drugs and other illegal products bought and sold
• All sorts of illegal activities occur (hire a hit man?)

• It’s really not that hard to find out how to access it

• Anyone accessing these sites is in effect totally anonymous and 
therefore cannot be traced

• Payments on many of these websites are nearly totally 
anonymous as they operate in the decentralized anonymous 
currency of Bitcoins

• Silk Road is a famous example of a Deep Web site that was 
found and dismantled



What’s available on the Dark Web?



Inside The Underweb: Home To Stolen Credit Cards, Pedophiles, 
Hit men, Drug Dealers— And Free Speech 

! http://www.fastcompany.com/3004614/inside-underweb-home-stolen-credit-
cards-pedophiles-hitmen-drug-dealers-and-free-speech?partner=newsletter



Betcha never ran across a website like this
with a Google search!





DARK Web – a true service economy!



There’s Another Browser

! The Tor Browser
! It is really private!

! Tor prevents people from learning your location or 
browsing habits.

! Tor is for web browsers, instant messaging clients, 
and more.

! Tor is free and open source for Windows, Mac, 
Linux/Unix, and Android



More on Tor

! What is Tor?
! The Onion Router is an Internet networking 

protocol designed to anonymize the data 
relayed across it. Using Tor's software will make it 
difficult, if not impossible, for any snoops to see 
your webmail, search history, social media posts 
or other online activity. They also won't be able 
to tell what country you're in or locate you by an 
IP address, which can be very useful for 
journalists, activists, businesspeople and more.



Tor is Used to Access the Dark Web

! What is Tor? (According to the creator of  Tor)
! Tor is free software and an open network that helps you defend 

against traffic analysis, a form of network surveillance that threatens 
personal freedom and privacy, confidential business activities and 
relationships, and state security.

! Why Anonymity Matters
! Tor protects you by bouncing your communications around a 

distributed network of relays run by volunteers all around the world: 
it prevents somebody watching your Internet connection from learning 
what sites you visit, and it prevents the sites you visit from learning 
your physical location.

! https://www.torproject.org/
! http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/nov/05/tor-

beginners-guide-nsa-browser



What Tor is good for …

• Tor is a legitimate service used by individuals living 
under repressive governments worldwide to 
communicate outside the reach of intelligence 
services. 

• Much of the content on Tor, however, is illegal under 
U.S. law.

• Really Private Browsing: An Unofficial User’s Guide 
to Tor
! http://www.makeuseof.com/pages/really-private-

browsing-an-unofficial-users-guide-to-tor



Tor Metrics

The following graph shows the average daily number of 
relays and bridges in the network.



How Can I Stay Anonymous with Tor?

! http://lifehacker.com/how-can-i-stay-anonymous-with-tor-1498876762



An Up-To-Date Layman's Guide To Accessing The Deep Web 
(they mean Dark WebDark WebDark WebDark Web)

! From FastCompany magazine (Adult language alert)
" http://www.fastcolabs.com/3026989/an-up-to-date-laymans-guide-

to-accessing-the-deep-web

! How To Access The Deep Web (Tor)
! Where To Go Once You're On The Inside
! New Sites To Explore
! What are you looking for first of all?

! Drugs? Guns? Assassins? Credit cards or counterfeit cash? 

! Could be a treacherous journey. 
! Don’t say I didn’t warn you. 





Where is Tor? https://www.torproject.org/



After obtaining a list of Tor nodes from a 
directory server, the user’s Tor client picks 
a random series of nodes to the 
destination server.
If the user visits another site at a later 
time, a second random path will be chosen 
to the new destination.



Let’s Look At Bitcoin – The Deep Web 
payment of choice

• What is it … and should we care?

• Bitcoin is a digital currency (also called crypto-currency) that 
is not backed by any country's central bank or 
government. Bitcoins can be traded for goods or services with 
vendors who accept Bitcoins as payment.

• Bitcoins are created in a process called mining, where a 
computer repeatedly works through a series of calculations 
that are designed to be difficult to solve, but to lead to a 
specific answer.
• https://medium.com/future-of-currency/4624cef09e87



Current value of a bitcoin …
https://www.coinbase.com/charts



Bitcoin – A Quick Overview … (Video)

! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Um63OQz3bjo



How we get Bitcoins – by “mining” (Video)

http://www.weusecoins.com/en/mining-guide

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GmOzih6I1zs



Some Light Shines in the Dark Web
The Demise of  Dread Pirate Robert

! Here’s the Secret Silk Road Journal From the 
Laptop of Ross Ulbricht
! http://www.wired.com/2015/01/heres-secret-silk-

road-journal-laptop-ross-ulbricht/
! Prosecutors Trace $13.4M in Bitcoins From the 

Silk Road to Ulbricht’s Laptop
! http://www.wired.com/2015/01/prosecutors-trace-

13-4-million-bitcoins-silk-road-ulbrichts-laptop/
! Follow The Bitcoins: How We Got Busted Buying 

Drugs On Silk Road's Black Market
! http://www.forbes.com/sites/andygreenberg/2013/

09/05/follow-the-bitcoins-how-we-got-busted-
buying-drugs-on-silk-roads-black-market/







Charges Against Ex-Federal Agents in Silk 
Road Investigation

! Two federal agents, involved in breaking up Silk Road, 
charged with money laundering and wire fraud

! Mr. Force “stole and converted to his own personal use 
a sizable amount of Bitcoins,”

! Mr. Bridges, a computer forensics expert, diverted to a 
personal account more than $800,000 in digital 
currency that he gained control of during the Silk Road 
investigation
! http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/31/nyregion/silk-road-

case-federal-agents-charges.html



Even the Tor Browser is 
Under Attack

! Hackers target Tor after disrupting Xbox Live, 
PlayStation Network on Christmas
! http://www.pcworld.com/article/2863752/hackers-

target-tor-as-playstation-disruption-
continues.html#tk.rss_all

! Tor (The Onion Router) looks and acts like a browser 
(Firefox) to its users

! But, unlike Firefox, Tor routes traffic through a network 
of servers (relays), scattered worldwide, to anonymize 
the user’s location

! If the servers on the network are hacked, the network 
would become less reliable, and less secure for its 
users



Police take down Dark Web markets 
around the globe

! Police around the globe shut down dozens of 
underground cyber marketplaces that dealt in 
drugs, weapons and other illegal goods in a 
massive operation this week to disrupt criminals 
operating on the "Dark Web.“

! Police in 17 countries arrested at least 17 website 
administrators, vendors and cybercriminals as part 
of the operation that targeted cyber storefronts 
where vendors put illegal goods on display much 
like Amazon or eBay sell legal goods.
! http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2014/

11/07/police-knock-dark-web-markets-
offline/18622501/



So to sum up …

• The Web as we know it is a small fraction of what’s out there on the 
Internet

• The Deep Web has much good information – like Library of Congress 
– e.g., use their search engine

• The Dark Web is a scary, shady place that is best avoided 

• There is much that is illegal, immoral and dangerous in the Dark Web

• The Dark Web has some legitimate uses (safe online access if living 
in a repressive regime – e.g. N. Korea, Syria?)

• Google doesn’t see it, so you don’t either

• Now that you know all that, proceed with caution.

• And … there is no consensus on terminology – Deep and Dark are 
used interchangeably.  Just be aware that there are both and you can 
get real value from Deep. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sanHTQAJ9JA


